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or once the ECB surprised markets on the upside at its 22 January
meeting. Despite numerous press leaks, the measures announced widely
exceeded the expectations of market participants … and of governments.
This new monetary reality should provide support for European equity markets in
the coming months.
Despite the exceptional measures introduced in 2014 (negative deposit rate,
subsidised loans for banks in the shape of TLTRO, purchases of covered bonds and
asset-backed securities), the ECB failed to raise medium-term inflation
expectations (see Chart 1). In the 12 months to December inflation fell to -0.2%,
thanks to the impact of oil-related deflation. Strong action was therefore
imperative to avoid a knock-on effect for wages and prices.

Chart 1
Eurozone : expected inflation rate over 5 years, starting in 5 years

Source : Bloomberg
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On 22 January, the ECB unveiled an asset purchase programme significantly
above expectations. Monthly purchases have been extended to include sovereign
securities reaching a level of €60 billion per month. But it is the length of the
ECB’s programme which is extremely ambitious: it is planned to last for at least
18 months (up until September 2016), representing a minimum of close to 11%
of GDP, and until such time as the ECB considers that inflation is credibly on track
to meet its 2% target. By outlining a dual constraint for the length of the
programme, based on both a set time period and other more vague criteria, Mario
Draghi has given himself a great deal of leeway on this issue. In addition, the ECB
will purchase sovereign bonds with maturities of up to 30 years, including those
with negative yields. At the same time, the interest rate on TLTRO loans for banks
has been reduced by 10 basis points.
The impact on sovereign debt markets should be colossal, provoking a new fall in
rates for all maturities, including peripheral debt (with the exception of Greece,
which is today excluded from the programme). We should see a new flattening of
sovereign yield curves across the board. However, falling rates are not a sure sign
of immediate victory for the ECB: one element in the fall in rates is a fall in longterm inflation expectations, as shown by the reaction of the inflation swap
markets. The fall in expected inflation is consistent with a halt to euro
depreciation: the currency plummeted in value in anticipation of the 22 January
announcements (see Chart 2). So it is still too early to claim victory, but Mario
Draghi has nevertheless succeeded in gaining substantial leeway in the fight
against deflation, despite the reticence of some eurozone governments.

Chart 2
Eurozone : euro versus dollar exchange rate

Source : Bloomberg
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These ECB decisions provide comfort for our multi-asset portfolio positions: we
prefer bonds versus liquidity, and European equities versus the rest of the world.
Taking account of the potential for a pause in euro depreciation, we prefer to play
an overexposure to European equities via small caps rather than large caps, as
they will benefit from the fall in real rates and easier access to credit thanks to
the TLTRO.

Chart 3
Equity indices: US versus eurozone

Source : Bloomberg
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Tactical positioning
The rise in macro (shaky Chinese growth, looming Fed hikes) and geopolitical
(Greece, Russia) risks leads us to neutralize our exposure to equity markets. We
nevertheless stick to our overweight on Euro area equities. We still prefer
government bonds to cash.
Fixed-income: The European Central Bank’s answer to deflation risk in the euro
zone surprised markets by its extent. ECB announced a massive purchase
programme of sovereign bonds starting in March. The prospect of a drying of
liquidity on the bond market causes a yield hunt by investors on the yield curve
between 2 and 30 years. The only exception: worries concerning Greece’s new
government which is determined to abandon the reform plan imposed by the
Troika in exchange for support.
Equities: As upside potential on US market seems limited now and as dollar could
weaken, we reduce our positions on US equities. At the same time and despite a
negative geopolitical context, we maintain our positive view on the euro zone
after the ECB announcements, especially regarding small and mid caps.
Currencies: Swiss Central Bank and ECB decisions have taken EURUSD down to
1.1098$, its lowest since September 2003. The degree of Quantitative Easing set
up by the ECB has surprised markets, Euro fell further down. However, the pace
of decline that started in May 2014 (-21%) portends to moderation concerning the
continuation of this trend. The parity may consolidate or even bounce in the
coming weeks, especially as the outlook of rising rates in the US appears to be
postponed.
Commodities: Another hectic month on the commodities market. Both US dollar
strength and mixed macro economic indicators, especially in China, Japan and
Europe, have weighed on cyclical commodities such as copper (-13%) and oil (10%), whose respective markets are expected to remain in over-supply. However,
gold benefits from the general decline in developed markets yields which rose
above 1300$ in January and ended the month up 7.5%.

Tactical view by asset class
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Strongly bullish view on the selected asset class
Bullish view on the selected asset class
Neutral view on the selected asset class
Bearish view on the selected asset class
Strongly bearish view on the selected asset class
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Annex : Theoretical model portfolio

The views used as input for the model portfolio are consistent with
specialist’s ones but may lead to different relative weighting versus
benchmark compared to single asset class model portfolios.
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